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Abstract
The lifetime in a wireless network, in particular a wireless sensor network,
depends strongly on the connectivity factor between nodes. Several factors
can be at the origin of a connectivity rupture such as: lack of energy on a
significant node level, infection of a vital node by a malevolent code, a logical
or physical failure of a primary node, etc. This rupture can lead in some cases
to a reconfiguration of the network by generating a prejudicial overhead or
in other cases to a failure of the mission assigned to the network. In this
paper, we propose a DRF N approach (Detection and Replacement of a
Failing Node) for the connectivity maintenance by carrying out a replacement
chain according to a distributed algorithm. Through simulation, we have
shown our approach efficiency. Compared with similar work, our proposed
approach consumes less energy, and improves the percentage of reduction in
field coverage.
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1. Introduction
Recent technological advances have led to the emergence of the pervasive
networks of small and low power devices that integrate sensors and actuators
with limited on-board processing and wireless communication capabilities
[1]. Nowadays, the usage of solutions based on the wireless sensor networks
(WSN) [2] increases rapidly. Wireless Sensor Networks are very large collections of tiny smart sensor devices that form ad hoc distributed sensing and
data management networks that collect detailed information about the ambient environment. In an usual scenario, these networks are largely deployed
in areas of interest (such as inaccessible terrains or disaster places) for fine
grained monitoring in various classes of applications [3, 4]. Considering the
wireless sensor network generally deployed in a difficult accessing zone, the
self-organization of the sensor nodes and adaptation to network dynamics,
along with mutual cooperation of sensors is essential. This extends the network lifetime and reduces congestion by avoiding redundant data [5, 6, 7, 8].
The wireless communications play a crucial role in data-processing networks.
They offer open solutions to provide mobility as well as essential services
where the installation of infrastructures is not possible. These networks are
under active development because of their interface flexibility which offers
mobility to a user. This mobility is the new considered way of communication. It generates some characteristics of the mobile environment: a frequent
disconnection, a modest debit of communication, and especially the limited
source of energy.
Since the majority of the low power devices have batteries with a limited lifetime and the replacement of these batteries on thousands of these
devices is impossible, it is well approvable that a sensors network should be
deployed with a strong density (until 20 nodes/m3 [9]) in order to extend the
network lifetime. In a high density network, if all the sensors nodes function
in an active mode then an excessive quantity of energy will be wasted, the
data of sensors gathered are likely to be strongly correlated and redundant,
and an excessive collision of packages can occur because of the simultaneous
sending of packages by the sensors in the presence of some releases events.
Consequently it is neither necessary nor desirable that all nodes function
simultaneously in an active mode. One of the questions which emerge in
such high density networks of sensors is the control of density. In [10], the
authors choose the prolongation of the operating time system while keeping
only a necessary set of sensors in an active mode and putting the remained
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sensors in sleep mode. Another category of approaches for the connectivity
maintenance in wireless sensor networks is the restoration of the connectivity
after a sensor node failure [11, 12, 13].
Supposing a wireless sensor network deployed in a difficult accessing zone.
For example, in the remote harsh fields or disaster areas, sensor deployment
can not be performed manually or precisely. The lifetime of this network
depends strongly on the connectivity factor between its nodes. Several factors
can be at the origin of a rupture of connectivity such as the lack of energy on
the significant node level, infection of a vital node by a malevolent code, a
logical or physical failure of a primary node etc. The failure of a sensor node
can leave all its zone (or a part of it) without coverage, and can generate the
partition of the network if it is a gateway node (a relay node). This means
that the network will be divided into two or several small networks where
some nodes can be disconnected from the entire network. This implies a loss
of connectivity between the parts of the network. In addition, once deployed,
sensor nodes may fail, requiring nodes to be moved to over-come the coverage
hole created by the failed sensor. In this case, it is necessary to make use of
mobile sensors, which can move to provide the required coverage.
Our objective is to restore connectivity after failure of a sensor node by
taking into account the constraint of energy while trying to share the total
consumed energy by several nodes in order to minimize the consumption of
individual energy. In this paper, we propose an approach of detection and
replacement of a failing node while taking into consideration the network
lifetime. The aim is that the consumed total energy, for the restoration of
connection, would be shared by several nodes so that the consumption of
individual energy would be tiny and thus extending the global network lifetime. The evaluation results show that our approach of connectivity restoration consumes less energy and improves the percentage of reduction in field
coverage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
will present some related work. The Section 3 is devoted to the proposed
approach DRF N (Detection and Replacement of a Failing Node), followed
by the Section 4 which describes the evaluation of our approach and shown
its efficiency. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper and we will state
prospects.
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2. Related work
Several works are proposed for the connectivity maintenance framework
in the wireless sensor networks. We classify the approaches existing in the
literature in two classes (see figure 1):
Connectivity maintenance

Preventive maintenance

Curative maintenance

(Extend of the network lifetime)

(In the event of failure)

Being based into :
− sleeping mode of the sensors

Being based into restoration of
the connection and/or the
network coverage in case of a
sensor node failure.

− efficient routing protocols.
− network deployment.

Figure 1: Classification of the solutions of connectivity maintenance

The authors of the first class try to maintain the sensors network connected longest time possible; They seek solutions to extend the lifetime of
the network like [14, 15, 10, 1] which try to use, at a given time, a minimum number of sensors that ensure the connectivity and/or the network
coverage, where the others are puting in sleep mode. The routing protocols
also play a very significant role to prolong the network lifetime. The paths
for data transfer are selected in such a way that the total energy consumed
along the path is minimized [16]. Efficient routing in a sensor network requires that the routing protocol must minimize energy dissipation. To extend
the network lifetime, R.V. Biradar et al. in [17] have implemented several
multihop flat based routing protocols; and in [18] Liu and Wang develop a
maximizing energy utilization routing protocol. To minimize energy dissipation and maximize network lifetime, Chamam and Pierre propose in [19] a
novel distributed clustering algorithm where cluster heads are elected following a three-way message exchanged between each sensor and its neighbors.
They demonstrate its superiority against EESH, one of the most recent cluster algorithms [20], in terms of network lifetime and ratio of elected cluster
heads. The solution in this first class can also be conceived at the network
deployment, to see the work of N. Aitsaadi et al. [21], the aim in this solution is to generate the best network topology in order to minimize the cost
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of deployment, to ensure the connectivity maintenance and the monitoring
quality of the coverage zone and also to optimize the lifetime of the network.
Liao and Wang [22] propose an asynchronous MAC protocol (AMAC) and
expect to improve the problem of energy wasting and time synchronization
due to sleeping schedule exchanged under the PMAC basic protocol. While
the authors of the second class work on the connectivity maintenance in case
of failure of a sensor node [11, 12, 13], and try to solve the problem of connectivity in the case of the network partitioning and/or the covering of the
monitoring zone problem. We classify our work in the second class (Curative
maintenance).
In DARA approach [11] the detection of a failing node can not require an
adjustment in the network topology if the node does not divide the network
into parts. It means that the coverage zone of the failing node can remain
without coverage if the failure of this node in question doesn’t partition the
network and that even if there are redundant nodes in the neighbourhood of
the failing node. DARA is focused on the connectivity maintenance without
being concerned with the network coverage. In this approach, a substitute
of the failure or the moved node leaves its zone definitively without coverage
even if no other node can replace it afterwards. In terms of coverage, this
node can be considered failing by leaving its zone without coverage.
In the paper of N. Tamboli et al. [12], the replacement of the failed node
is done only by its direct neighbors. The exhaustion of energy due to the
repeated physical movements of these nodes is an obvious concern to be taken
into account. If we limit the replacements only to the direct neighbors of this
node, we probably cause the failure of several nodes in a reduced time and
put in danger the entire network. However, if we want to extend the lifetime
of the sensors network, the replacement function of the failed node must be
shared by several neighbors using replacements chain. This replacements
will continue until arriving at a node which its coverage range is completely
covered by its neighbors (in this case, the algorithm will finish) or arrive
at an extremity node less significant in terms of connectivity of the entire
network (in this case, if we don’t take into account the network coverage, the
algorithm will finish. But if we take into account the network coverage, the
algorithm will continue to be executed).
The suggested method in [13], called AOM, consists of three steps such
as: the network setup, monitoring the neighbors status and detecting failure of actors, and finally restoring the network after actor failure. After
the network is deployed, the following steps are taken: - determining the
5

critical node and the connectivity dominating set CDS), and - determining
restoration policy for each critical actor. For determining the critical node
and the connectivity dominating set, the authors have respectively used the
method of localization suggested by Jorgic et al. [23] which is not exact but
it detects quickly the critical nodes, and the CDS method suggested by Dai
and Wu [24]. The authors have used a proactive policy in order to restore
the network in the event of critical actor failure. When critical nodes in the
network are determined, each critical node requests its neighbors to send
the maximum distance that they can move towards the critical node without being disconnected from their other neighbors. If a critical node fails,
the network is partitioned into two or more sub networks. By applying the
method proposed, they can determine to which partition each neighbor of
the cut vertex node belongs. If there is a dominate node v in the neighbor
of the cut vertex, a message is sent to v to notify that it must replace the
cut vertex in the case of failure. If there is any such actor, the maximum
allowable movement of each neighbor of the cut vertex is calculated. It must
be noted that some neighbors of the cut vertex may belong to one partition. Therefore, from each partition, the nearest neighbors to cut vertex are
selected and a request message is sent to each of them to send their maximum movement. Each neighbor of the cut vertex that receives the message
calculates the location of the furthest actor in its own neighbor. Therefore,
it would determine how much each neighbor of the cut vertex could move
towards the cut vertex without violating the connectivity of the network. At
the critical node, after receiving all the messages from neighbors, it checks
whether there is a neighbor v, whose maxMovement covers the location of
the cut vertex. This condition occurs if v does not have any other neighbor
except the cut vertex, so it is a good candidate for replacement. If this criterion is held, v is responsible for handling the failure of the actor and it would
replace the cut vertex in case of failure. If this criterion is not held, the cut
vertex calculates whether the network could be reconnected if neighboring
actors move by their maxMovement. Wang et al. in [25] define the problem
of relocation of sensors in the case of failure, and propose a solution of relocation in two phases. The first phase consists in identifying the redundant
sensors by proposing the solution ”quorum of grids” to locate quickly these
redundant sensors. The second phase is the replacement in the target place
by using the cascaded movement. What we reproach to this approach is that
if the network application requires separated measurements by a very short
time lapse for each sensor node then this solution of two phases can prove to
6

be expensive in terms of time for the mission of the entire networks.
Our proposed approach, called DRF N (detection and replacement of a
failing node), take into consideration the network lifetime, we want that the
consumed total energy for the restoration of connection would be shared by
several nodes so that the consumption of individual energy would be tiny
and thus extending the global network lifetime.
3. DRF N : Detection and replacement approach of a failing node
for connectivity maintenance in the wireless sensors networks
If a sensor node Sn fails (because of a lack of energy on the level of its
battery for example), then one of its neighbors ni moves to replace it and
ensures the functions of this failing node Sn (such as the coverage of its
zone and the the connectivity maintenance with its neighbors). One of the
neighbors of the node ni goes, in its turn, to take the place left by the node ni
and will ensure its functions. The same process of replacement will continue
until arriving:
• at a node where its zone is completely covered by its neighbors (see
the first class in figure 1 where the redundant nodes are put in sleep
mode); or
• to arrive at a node which does not have any other neighbor other than
the node subject for the replacement. In this case, this node must
ensure its functions and the functions of the replaced node in intermittency by making back and forth between its place and the place
of the replaced node until its weight decreases compared to the other
neighbors of the replaced node.
The idea is to imply in the replacement a node which has a potential
energy higher than a node which has a low potential energy. The number
of neighbors and the distance between the sensors can also be a significant
criteria. The implication of several nodes permits to share the energy consumption and thus to extend the global network lifetime.
In the case of presence of several neighbors of the failure node or the node
elected substitute, what is the process to follow to elect a substitute? Several
solutions can be considered:
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• Supposing the one which has less neighbors (less charged) to be elected.
In this case, if the node is weak in terms of energy, it will be preferable
to take another node with a higher potential energy;
• Supposing that we opt now to the election the one which has a higher
potential energy. In this case, if the node has a great number of neighbors, it means that it is a very significant relay node in terms of connectivity. It will be then preferable to support the election of another
node with a lower number of neighbors.
For that, a compromise between the potential energy and the number of
neighbors is essential, without forgetting the distance separating it from the
failed node; Because if this distance is large, exhausted energy due to the
physical movement of this node is high and the probability that this node
would be elected must decrease, which decreases its weight. For that, we
define the weight of a node (wn), compared to his percentage of energy and
his number of neighbors, as well as the distance separating it from the failed
node, in the following way:
wn =

%energy
α × numberof neighbors + β × distance

(1)

Where :
• distance is the distance separating it from the failed node,
• α, β are empirical variables (fixed to 1).
Thus, if the percentage of energy decreases, the weight of the node decreases
and its probability that it would be elected decreases. In the same way, if the
number of neighbors increases (which explains the overload of this node), the
weight of the node decreases (see figure 2) and its probability that it would
be elected decreases too. Same thing, each time the distance is large, the
consumed energy due to the displacement of the node is large and the weight
of this last one decreases, thus its probability to be elected decreases.
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Figure 2: variation of the weight of the sensors node according to the number of direct
neighbors (% energy and distance are fixed)

The detection process of a failing node is illustrated in algorithm 1
(Detect-fail()) where we describe the instructions which a sensor node must
execute to detect a failing neighbor. After a well defined waiting, the sensor node sends a small message detect then waits a certain duration before
judging that the sensor node is failing. After this duration, which is equal
to the time of go and back of the message plus the processing time, if the
sensor node transmitting the message detect does not receive an answer then
it considers the recipient node of the message failing. And the process is
always repeated after a well defined waiting.
Algorithm 1 Detect-fail()
1: Send a small message detect;
2: Wait dt1;
3: If not answer of neighbor n then
4: n is failing;
5: End If;
6: Wait dt2;
7: Go to 1:;
Where: dt1 represents the latency of the answer before judging that
the sensor is failing, and dt2 represents the separating time of two detect
messages.
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Proposition 1. If the size of the message increases then the latency dt1 to
judge that the sensor is failing increases. And when the rate of transmission
increases, the latency dt1 decreases.
Proof. dt1 is a sufficient time so that a sensor s receives an answer: it is
equal to the time sum of both go and back of a message (twice the time
of transmission ttrans ) of the sensor s to the farthest direct neighbor and to
the processing time (ttrait ) of a message by the sensor which receives it (see
formula 2).
dt1 = 2 × ttrans + ttrait
(2)
We have also :
tmsg = dtrans × ttrans

(3)

Where dtrans : is the debit of transmission
tmsg : is the size of the message sent.
The formula 3 implies that :
tmsg
dtrans
We replace formula 4 in formula 2, we will have:
ttrans =

(4)

2 × tmsg
+ ttrait
(5)
dtrans
Thus in formula 5 we notice that if the size of the message tmsg increases
then the latency dt1, to judge that the sensor is failing, increases; And when
the transmission debit dtrans increases then the latency dt1 decreases.
dt1 =

The process of replacement is illustrated, in a general way, in algorithm 2
(repl-fail()) where we have described the reaction of a given sensor node
towards a detection of a failing sensor node or a moving sensor node, and
the reaction of a sensor node if it is elected substitute. The algorithm is
executed if there is a detection of a failing or moving node and when a sensor
node is elected substitute. If a node is elected substitute, it moves initially to
provide the functions of the failing or moving node and it checks if its list of
direct neighbors is empty or not. If it is not empty, it does not do anything
because its direct neighbors will elect a substitute to replace it. However, if
its list of direct neighbor is empty, it will be obliged to return to its place
after a well defined quantum of time.
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Algorithm 2 repl-fail()
1 : If failing or displacing node v detected then
2 : For each n ∈ to the direct neighboring list do
3:
send information message of displacement;
4 : End For;
5 : to displace from Rc/2 to the node v to elect a substitute;
6 : End If;
7 : If elected substitute then
8:
to displace to ensure the functions of the failing node;
9:
if its direct neighboring list is empty then
10:
remain a time quantum;
11:
return to its place;
12:
End If;
13: End If;
Proposition 2. Considering a wireless sensor network where all the sensors
have the same communication ray Rc. The displacement of the close nodes,
towards the failing node, from a distance of Rc/2 to elect a substitute is a
sufficient condition to connect and exchange messages.
Proof. Considering two sensors nodes sn1 and sn2 the farthest neighbors
of the failing node f located at the center of the trigonometrically circle of
figure 3, we have then:
sn 1
d
x
sn 2
y

z
Rc

Figure 3: Outdistance between two neighbors of a given node
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d2 = x2 + (z + y)2

(6)

x = sin(Π − θ)

(7)

z=1

(8)

y = cos(Π − θ)

(9)

d2 = sin(Π − θ)2 + (1 + cos(Π − θ))2

(10)

We have too :

By replacement we have:

Which implies that:
d=

p

sin(Π − θ)2 + (1 + cos(Π − θ))2

(11)

In formula 11, d reaches its maximum when cos(Π − θ) is equal to 1.
This implies that Π − θ = 0 ⇒ Π = θ. Then these nodes are on the same
line with the failing node f (see figure 4).
sn 1

f

sn 2

Figure 4: max Outdistance between two neighbors of a given node

So the longest distance we can have between the neighbors of node f is
equal to 2 × Rc (i.e. the distance separating sn1 from sn2 is of 2 × Rc). Let
us suppose now that both the nodes sn1 and sn2 move from Rc/2 towards
f so they travel Rc distance. This implies that the new distance between
sn1 and sn2 is equal to 2 × Rc - Rc = Rc, it is exactly the communication
range of these sensors nodes. Thus they will be connected and they can
communicate between them.
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Scenario example (Figure 5)
Case 1: single failure
If the sensor node sn6 fails then the set of nodes {sn1 , sn2 , sn5 , sn9 } will be
disconnected from the network.
In the same way, if the node sn7 fails then is the set {sn3 , sn4 , sn8 } which
will be disconnected from the remaining of the network.
And if it is the nodes sn10 or sn11 which fails then it is the set {sn13 , sn14 } or
the set {sn12 , sn15 , sn16 }, which will be respectively, disconnected from the
remaining of the network. Supposing, now, that all the nodes have an equal
potential energy and the distance between the nodes is the same, and that
the node sn10 fails;
sn 9

sn 13

sn1

sn5

sn2

sn 6

sn10

sn 7

sn11

sn14

sn15

sn3
sn12

sn 8

sn16

sn4

Figure 5: Connected network of mobile sensors nodes

• Among its neighbors, the node sn14 has a less number of neighbors,
thus it will be elected to replace sn10 ,
• sn13 is the only neighbor of sn14 . Then it will be elected to replace it,
• The node sn13 does not have any other neighbor than the node sn14 ,
thus it must ensure its functions and those of the node sn14 by making
back and forth between its zone and the zone left of the node sn14 at
a well defined time quantum. Each time sn13 returns in its zone, it
negotiates the election with sn14 . Once the weight of the node sn13
decreases compared to the weight of the node sn14 , this node sn14 in
its turn will participate in the replacements.
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Case 2: multiple failures 1
If the sensor nodes sn6 and sn7 fails, the sets of nodes {sn1 , sn2 , sn5 , sn9 }
and {sn3 , sn4 , sn8 } will be disconnected from the network.
• Among its neighbors, the node sn2 has a less number of neighbors, thus
it will be elected to replace sn6 ,
• sn1 is the only neighbor of sn2 , it will be elected to replace it,
• The nodes sn3 and sn8 have the same number of neighbors. In this
case, the node which has the smaller index (node sn3 ) will be elected
to replace the failed node sn7
• sn4 is the only neighbor of sn3 , it will be elected to replace it,
The same process continues until arriving at a node which its coverage range
is completely covered by its neighbors or arrive at an extremity node less
significant in terms of connectivity of the global network.
Case 3: multiple failures 2
Supposing now the failure of the nodes sn6 and sn8 . The problem in this
case is: the node sn7 is the neighbor of 2 failed nodes, it must participate to
elect a substitute for only one of this failed nodes. If this multiple failures
are detected at different time, the node sn7 participates to elect the first
detected failure. But if these multiple failures are detected at the same time,
it must participate to elect a substitute for the failed node which are the
smaller index.
The same process continues as described in case 1 and case 2.
The failing of some nodes (for example extremity nodes) does not effect
the network connectivity, but have an effect on the network coverage. For
that, our replacement algorithm must be executed for any failed node. Thus
we will be able to guarantee the network connectivity and coverage at the
same time.
4. Evaluation
We evaluate our approach compared to the C 3 R approach [12], taking as
metric the distance moved, the number of nodes implied for the restoration
of connectivity, the percentage of reduction in coverage, and the generated
messaging overhead.
14

4.1. Simulation settings
The simulations results are given by our simulator developed with java
language. In the experiments, a set of mobile sensor nodes are initially placed
at random in a 1000 x 1000 m2 area to form a WSN. All nodes are assumed
to have the same communication and sensing ranges. We measure: First,
the number and the difference of displacements in function of time for both
DRF N and C 3 R approaches. Second, the average percentage reduction in
field coverage for node population of 75 and 200 by varying the sensing range.
And finally, the total packets exchanged in function of communication range.
4.2. The moved distance and the number of nodes implied for the restoration
of connectivity
Considering the following assumptions:
• All nodes are mobile;
• The displacement time of a node to another neighbor node is 10 seconds;
• The network application requires measurements each 30 seconds for
each sensor;
• The distances between the neighbors nodes are equal to d;
• The sending time, reception and treatment of messages as well as the
election time of substitute are neglected.
Let us suppose the failure of the node sn6 in figure 5:
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Table 1: Comparison between C 3 R and our approach DRF N (Detection and Replacement
of a Failing Node)

C 3R
DRF N
Displacement Displacement Stay Displacement Displacement
time
time
time
sn10 → sn6
10
sn10 → sn6 10
10
sn10 → sn10
10
10 seconds wait
sn11 → sn10 10
sn5 → sn6
10
10
sn5 → sn5
10
sn12 → sn11 10
10 seconds wait
sn2 → sn6
10
10
sn16 → sn12 10
sn2 → sn2
10
10 seconds wait
sn7 → sn6
10
sn15 → sn16 10
10
sn7 → sn7
10

Stay
time
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Where sni → snj means the displacement of the node sni from its place
towards the place of the node snj , and sni → sni means return of sni towards
its initial place.
We take, for the analysis, a period of time of 150 seconds. This is represented in table 1. During this period, the number of displacements, represented in figure 6, carried out with the C 3 R approach is 8, which results
that the total travelled distance is of 8d (d is the distance between the neighbors nodes), compared to 5 displacements (5d) with DRF N approach. The
number of nodes implied in the replacement is 5 for DRF N approach, to 4
nodes for the C 3 R approach (it is exactly the number of direct neighbors of
the failing node).
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Figure 6: Displacements number of sensors per time unit

The figure 7 shows the difference of the displacements number between
DRF N and C 3 R per time unit. We notice that the difference of the displacement number between DRF N and C 3 R extends with time.

Figure 7: Difference of displacements number between DRF N and C 3 R per time unit

The figure 8 shows the result of simulation according to the example of
table 1 and the stated assumptions. It shows that, for each period of 120
time units, the formula 12 is checked :
nbr displ(C 3 R) =

3
× nbr displ(DRF N )
2
17

(12)

Figure 8: Displacements number per time unit for a period time of 1320 units

It results that the consumed total energy, due to displacement with the
C 3 R approach, is equal to 3/2 times of that consumed to displacement with
DRF N approach during the same period of time. This implies that the
energy consumed individually by each node implied in the replacement with
DRF N approach is much lower than that consumed individually by each
node implied in the replacement with the C 3 R approach. Because the number
of nodes implied in the replacement with DRF N approach is much higher
than that in the C 3 R approach.
The results illustrated in figures 6, 7 and 8 reinforce the importance of
our proposed DRF N approach compared to C 3 R approach in terms of displacement for the replacement of a failing node. Given this, our DRF N
approach consumes less energy than the C 3 R approach to replace a failing
node.
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Figure 9: The difference of displacements number between DRF N and C 3 R for a period
time of 1320 units

The difference of displacements number between DRF N and C 3 R approaches, represented in figure 9, is an arithmetic suite of reason 2 for the
multiple time values of 120. This difference reinforces the importance of our
DRF N approach for the replacement of a failing node.
4.3. Percentage of reduction in coverage
This metric is significant because it gives us the percentage of reduction
in field coverage after the execution of the connectivity restoration process
when a sensor node fail.
Reduction in coverage is measured by averaging the entire field coverage
recorded at different time instances over the lifetime of the network. The
entire field is divided into grid points and coverage is calculated using the
approximation method of calculating coverage as described in [12].
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Figure 10: Reduction in field coverage for node population of 75 and 200 by varying the
sensing range

Figure 10 shows the impact of the connectivity restoration on the network coverage, measured in terms of percentage of reduction in field coverage
relative to the pre-failure level. DRF N could significantly minimize the loss
in coverage and this by minimizing the displacements number during the
execution of the connectivity restoration process. During the time of displacement, the displacement sensor node leaves its zone without coverage.
Thus if the displacements number increases, the percentage of reduction in
field coverage increases. This explains the result in figure 10 where we have
always less higher percentage of reduction in field coverage in our DRF N
approach than in the related C 3 R approach. In fact to restore the coverage
after a sensor node failure, our DRF N approach uses less displacements than
the C 3 R approach. When the sensors nodes are deployed with a great density (case of 200 nodes), the percentage of reduction in field coverage is less
higher than when the sensors nodes are deployed with small density (case of
75 nodes). When the sensors nodes are deployed with a great density, the
distance between the neighbors nodes is smaller, then the displacement time
to replace a failing sensor node is smaller. This is explained, in figure 10, by
the diminution of the reduction percentage in field coverage in the case when
the sensors nodes are deployed with a small density.
4.4. Additional overhead
Like many works, our approach generates an additional overhead due to
the detection of the failing node and the substitute election by the direct
20

neighbours of the failing or displacing node.

Figure 11: Messaging overhead

We notice in figure 11 that our DRF N approach generates little more
messages than the C 3 R approach. This is explained by the approach policy
where the stages to follow to replace a failing node differ. In the C 3 R approach, the replacement of the failed node is done only by its direct neighbors
and the messages for the election of a substitute node are only interchanged
between the direct neighbors. But in DRF N approach, the node elected for
the replacement must also be replaced and the direct neighbors of the replacing node must also move and interchange messages to elect a substitute
for the moved node. So, the messaging overhead is a little bigger in DRF N
approach than in C 3 R approach.
The number of displacements with our DRF N approach is inferior to
the number of displacements with C 3 R approach. For 120 seconds, we note
4 displacements with DRF N approach compared to 6 displacements with
C 3 R approach. The number of displacements increases with time. For 1320
seconds, we note 44 displacements with DRF N approach to 66 with C 3 R
approach. This explains that the quantity of consumed energy with DRF N
approach is inferior to the quantity of consumed energy with C 3 R approach.
Compared to the reduction of the field coverage, our DRF N approach reduces less the field coverage. For 75 nodes and a sensing range of 25 meters,
our DRF N approach reduces of 5.40 % the field coverage during 500 seconds
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compared to 8.10 % with the C 3 R approach. The percentage of reduction of
the field coverage decreases for the two approaches by increasing the sensing
range. For 150 meters, our approach reduces of 0.53 % the field coverage
during 500 seconds to 0.80 % with C 3 R approach. By increasing the nodes
density the percentage of reduction of the field coverage decreases. For 200
nodes and a sensing range of 25 meters, our DRF N approach reduces of
1.67 % the field coverage to 2.50 % with C 3 R approach. For a sensing range
of 150 meters, our approach reduces of 0.01 % the field coverage to 0.02 %
with C 3 R approach. Compared to these values, we conclude that the percentage of the field coverage reduction decreases with the increasing of the
sensing range or with the increasing of the nodes density, and our approach
reduces it less. Compared to the number of exchanged packets, we note that
our DRF N approach generates little more packets than the C 3 R approach,
because the number of nodes implied for the replacement of the failing node
with our DRF N approach is superior to the number of nodes implied for the
replacement with the C 3 R approach.
5. Conclusion
The wireless sensors networks are generally deployed in hard and difficult
access environments where the breakdowns or failures of sensors nodes are
possible. These nodes failures can harm the connectivity of the entire network. In other words, the network can be partitioned where some nodes can
be disconnected from the global network. This implies a loss of connectivity
between the parts of this network.
To answer this connectivity loss, we have proposed a detection and replacement approach of a failing node, by carrying out replacements chain
following a distributed algorithm. Our solution is based on two algorithms:
the first one consists in detecting the failing node based on predefined lapses
of time. After each lapse, node that does not answer is considered failed.
The second algorithm is to replace the detected failing node by carrying out
replacements chain following a distributed algorithm. The principal goal of
this approach is to restore the network connectivity by exploiting the sensors
mobility taking into account the energy constraint. The idea is to share the
consumption of energy, necessary to the connectivity restoration, with several sensors to minimize the early failures of the sensor nodes, and thus to
prolong the lifetime of the entire network. For that, we have evaluated our
DRF N approach with a C 3 R related approach. The simulation results show
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well that during the same period, the rate of consumed energy with DRF N
approach is lower than the rate of energy consumed with the C 3 R approach.
And also the rate of consumed energy with DRF N approach is shared by
more nodes than with the C 3 R approach. This explains that the quantity
of the consumed individual energy by the sensors nodes in our DRF N approach is much smaller than in the C 3 R approach. Compared to the network
coverage, in our DRF N approach, the percentage of reduction in field coverage is lower than in related C 3 R approach.For 75 nodes and a sensing range
of 25 meters during 500 seconds, our DRF N approach reduces less of 2.7 %
the field coverage compared to C 3 R approach. This percentage decreases by
increasing both the sensing range (for 150 meters, we note 0.27 %) and the
nodes density (for 200 nodes, considering a sensing range of 25 meters, we
note 0.83 %. However, for a sensing range of 150 meters, we note 0.01 %).
To restore the coverage after sensor node failure, our DRF N approach uses
less displacements than C 3 R approach. We note that the difference of the
displacements number is 22 displacements for 1320 seconds. The necessary
energy quantity for these 22 displacements is stored in our DRF N approach,
and efficiently contributes to prolong the lifetime of the network.
The evaluation results show that our approach of connectivity restoration
consumes less energy, and improves the percentage of reduction in field coverage. The optimized values of both α and β in formula 1 is an important
problem that should be discussed in the future work.
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